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MISSOULA--
Looking for a different kind of intellectual challenge after her 19-year 
career in nursing, Charline G. Smith returned to college, earned a doctoral degree 
in physical anthropology and turned to teaching. Since 1970 she has been a 
physical anthropologist on the University of Montana faculty and is always busy 
and frequently on the run.
"I've always had an interest in things biological and the differences between 
people," Smith said, "and with a nursing background, physical anthropology was 
a natural choice for me."
On a visit with her in her laboratory, you can learn a lot about a physical 
anthropologist's work -- and see a lot of unusual things-- like shelves of human 
skulls, closets and charts of skeletons, boxes of bones ancient and recent, and 
plaster-molded skulls in various stages of clay-constructed faces.
Part of Smith's job is to teach students about these things and how to identify 
and understand the physical nature of humans and their behavior.
She teaches classes in basic, biological and medical anthropology and human
sexuality, which she says "must be taught." And she also finds time to teach the
»
"fun" courses, like the study of human bones, facial reconstruction on human 
skulls and analysis of human skeletons. In one academic quarter, Smith usually 
reaches nearly 400 UM students.
According to Catherine Clark, a graduate student in anthropology, Smith is
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exceptional in giving her students new research information and differing 
opinions of professionals in her discipline.
Another part of Smith’s job is advising students in their academic work.
"I like kids," she said, "and I spend a lot of time with them in and out of 
class. They aften need someone to talk to, and if I can help them, well..."
She added that often she finds herself counseling them on personal problems or 
needs or refers them to professionals who can help them more.
"1 learn a lot from students," Smith said. "That may sound corny, but when 
we get talking they open up and we end up learning together-- the way 1 
began in facial reconstruction work was with two students who were interested in it 
and needed help-- so weilearn together."
Students regard Smith as a demanding but fair professor, according to Clark.
She said Smith expects her students to produce well because "she readily assesses 
each student's abilities and then expects them to live up to her assessments."
Clark, who has been a teaching assistant for some of Smith's classes, noted 
that the professor is popular with students. Clark said that Smith is helpful and 
encouraging to everyone who will put out effort, adding that she often is regarded 
as a quasi-mother or friendly aunt by many of her students.
In the eyes of her fellow professors, Smith is a hard worker. Dr. Frank 
Bessac, chairman of the UM anthropology department, said that Smith often teaches 
four courses each quarter in addition to other activities like advising, committee 
membership, graduate thesis advising and research projects. "And yet," he said,
"she goes out of her way to find time to be helpful to other faculty members, like
/
exchanging information and guest lectures.
A faculty member's duties at UM also include service on departmental and 
University governance committees, and Smith is active in both areas. However, 
when she attends a meeting, she brings along her crocheting or knitting— "const ruct *vt'
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fidgeting" she calls it-- which doesn't seem to deter her from listening or 
participating in the proceedings. She confided that some of the other faculty 
members ("mostly men") used to tease her about the handiwork, but she retorted,
"Well, I have something to show for being here--do you?"
She also is called upon as an expert in paleopathology by law enforcement 
and government agencies several times a year to identify or reconstruct discovered 
human skeletal remains. Facial reconstruction becomes an important part of her 
work in many of these cases, in addition to her expertise in skeletal analysis.
She is often consulted when other kinds of skeletal discoveries are made in Montana; 
for example, by the state highway department and excavators.
With all these activities, Smith said she has little time for pursuing her 
own research projects. However, she is finishing a paper which will be included 
as a chapter in a book on paleopathology.
Her doctoral dissertation included research on the reasons behind the high 
occurrence of diabetes mellitus in Indians on Arizona reservations, which is still 
an area of interest for her. She said her greatest interest currently is in the 
reasons and development of left-handedness.
Being the only physical anthropologist on the faculty often causes her to 
teach an overload of classes in addition to her other duties. "But I bring it on 
myself," Smith said, "because I want it to get done."
After her busy days at the University, Smith goes home to the Australian 
blueheeler dogs she raises— "the best animals around," she said with pride. Originally 
"a farm girl," the Missouri native said she dreams of someday returning to running a 
few head of cattle and tending a garden. But she said farming probably would be 
impractical for her, though she doesn't mind the hard work-- it probably wouldn’t 
have enough intellectual challenge for her.
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